Literacy on the Web
*Notice*

• This web activity contains links to one or more web pages that are outside the FCPS network. FCPS does not control the content or relevancy of these pages.

• As always, please monitor student use!

• The activities within this PowerPoint are not meant to replace a reading curriculum. The intention of these activities is to provide additional independent practice for students in the skill areas covered.
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Letter Recognition

Writing Guide

Watch Spinner, the Writing Spider, actually draw the letters of the alphabet. He’s a good and tireless model to follow!

Select a little letter: a b c d e f g h i j
| k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Select a big letter: A B C D E F G H I J
| K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Match the uppercase alphabet with its lowercase.
Letter Recognition

ALPHABET MATCH

Apple Alphabet Puzzles

magnets!

LETTER BLOX
ABC Order
ABC Order

*requires teacher set-up
Phonemic Awareness
Word Parts

Orson's Waller 3 Blending

Fishing with Phonics
Beginning Consonants
Ending Consonants

Wordblender Game
Start
Cont
Prefixes & Suffixes
Prefixes & Suffixes

Matching Prefixes

- build
- stroty
- cycle
- nounce
- place
- safe
- veal
- fair
- turn
- well

Prefixes

- dis
- un
- de
- re

Word Roots

Check Word ✓

New List

Summary

Games

Fish 'Em Up! 2

Now I'm Hooked!

When we want to lengthen a word, sometimes we need to change the end of the word first.

Next
Sight Words
Sight Words

Kitten
Sight Word Practice

SIGHT WORD
BINGO

then my they there

about his how has
Sight Words
Nouns & Verbs
Fluency
My little sister was born on July 4, 1990 in Atlanta, Georgia.
Sentence Structure
Synonyms/Antonyms

Match one of my balloons with the balloon the unicorn is holding. Click on the balloon.

WORD FROG
Antonyms, Synonyms, Homonyms

Furious Frogs
Antonyms, Synonyms, Homonyms

SYNONYM TOAST
SYNONYM TOAST
Online Children’s Books

Children’s Storybooks
Illustrated children’s stories for kids of all ages

MARSH SPEAKS 
TRUE STORIES

Environment

Library

Pugly visits the Moon
Chocolate-loving “Pugly” gets into mischief following his owner Neil Armstrong to work and sneaking into the rocket that takes him all the way

The Treasure Map
Intrigue and excitement abound as Charles and Elizabeth discover an old treasure map. A three part series, 1935-1937.

BALI The Hawaiian Hula Dog
Hawaiian dog who dances, skateboards and surfs

Terry and Fear
This book is for children dealing with fear. Do not allow fear to stop you from doing great things in life and making right decisions. We must teach
Spelling

Turtle Dash
Spelling with Vowels

SPRELLING BEES

Puzzle Me Words
Drag letters to spell the word in the picture.
g u b a
j c h e

Coconut Vowels
Spelling

Grammar Gorillas

Funbrain.com
Correct: 0
Incorrect: 0
Harder - Games

I do not believe in ghosts.

Click on the word that is spelled wrong.
Spelling with Teacher Support

(Create your own word lists)
Word Games
Multiple Skills

Language Arts

Math

Science

Environmental Skills